
RPB
ROBOTIC CLEANER

RPB Robotic Cleaner
Dual motors allows on the spot rotation 
and turning out of tight corners  
 
Designed to go in any style of pool

Reduces water and chemical loss 

Premium Aquasmart Mapping Software

Latest Gyroscope Technology 
 
2 hour floor and wall clean

Basic Power Supply -  
Push start and away it goes

16m Cable with Swivel

Only available frOm yOur authOrised astralPOOl POOl builder - nOt available thrOugh retail Outlets



Available from:

sales@astralpool.com.au
www.astralpool.com.au facebook.com/astralpoolAU

A division of

RPB Robotic Cleaner

Cleaning the wall and floor, the in-built filtration 

bag filters out fine debris to save time cleaning 

your filtration system. This in turn reduces the 

need for constant backwashing saving you 

both time and money, not to mention the 

benefits of helping reducing water waste.

The RPB Robotic Cleaner also helps circulate 

pool chemicals ensuring a well balanced 

healthy pool. The RPB can also help circulate 

heated pool water so you and your family can 

enjoy hours of swimming fun.

The Astralpool RPB Robotic Cleaner cleans and scrubs almost any size and shape 
residential pool. Utilising the latest pool mapping and positioning technology (Gyro) 
and combined with the unique aquasmart software, the Astralpool RPB robot cleans 
the average size swimming pool in as little as  2 hours and costs as little as 8 cents to 
run. The twin motors allows the RPB Robotic Cleaner to clean any width pool and is 
the best choice for Lap Pools. 

Warranty

The RPB Residential pool cleaner is covered by 

a 2 year warranty.
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RPB 2 Hours Yes 80m² 1m 16m 267 LPM 24 VDC IP54

R160616-V1

Melbourne:  03 8796 8600 
Sydney Seven Hills: 02 9853 2100
Sydney Moorebank: 02 8778 9500
Brisbane: 07 3906 5400 

Gold Coast:  07 5552 2600 
Townsville:  07 4796 0100
Adelaide:  08 8152 7600 
Perth:  08 9360 3300 
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